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This paper would commonly be called a theoretical de8criPtion, but may be

/
mere aptly_ considered a series of-hypothetical explanatiOnsQuestions,-issues,

and relationships are raisedtith few real answers.

'This paper, is address00,to

three readers: the.Ieader of an ecology/environment or anization, the stud
social movements, and the individual mho might be obi /want to 6e both.
,

The

_

must test the hypetheSiS with his/her.Ownexperience;

The sociologist must deter-

v

mine whqther the extrapolations of theOryare.eortett.

The potential change agent

v

must,4evise action research to" test the hype heSiS and apply the results to the
organization, to develOpment, and, hOPefii

eventual dissolution of the ecology/

environment movement.
The question of this paper /is:
.

the 70'i and 80's-not developed in o

10110Wing in comparison with
Order to answer the questien,
deals with collect

.

'Why have etelegy/eriVitOnment.problems.of

ecial issues and.not generated a Mass

r social concerns of the recent Oast?"

In

writer will use the sociological theory that

eNbehavi r and social movements.

There may be other ways of

V
explaining the phenomenon, but the perspective used
here appears well suited for

dealing with the process of social change.

Allow me to stat- my biases (limitations) st.thQ outset.

The issues of

ecology/environment o ly recently came to be my persOnal Concern:: Nothing in

my background in school; at home:or,work experience :predisposed me, tedeling,
with the. issues. /The "breakthrul"',. if you would call it that, cameduring a year'i
- _/
work and study in Israel and travel in Europe. The ability of the Israelis to
conserve, positively utilize; and m a c e a basically harsh, unhospitable environment,
.

4:

-actually.pleading eontrasted:sharply with the cities of Naples, MarSeilles0 Athens
and Le. Havre/.'

Later.. my inteinship in the sbcial movements of the ,60q and my academic
And 'prpfessional career. directed me toWard.curing the ills- of the urban area:
;
;,

For7thei the eiudOtiohs 6#;oopthetitsi. oraerliness, and openness became touch

-,
Stones(Panacea0)'for.tna problems of the oodoth tettepeiliai'esPecially in the.
area of education.

After the ebbing of the "crisis" forced by the f973-74 oil

embargo, it became obvious that a mass movement or collective conscience had not
developed around the ecology /environment, be it in the metropolitan areas oi

elsewhere. Mmost ten years have passedsince the first Earth Day, 22. APril,
1970.. We now import three times the oil we, did ten years Ago.

There have been

\.

significant interruptidns of electrical service in this country.

The

national

parks are overcrowded. _At least one nuclear power plant has been put out of
commission.

Mapy more spedies of life have been 'added to the endangered list.

The newspapers are full of articles on energy, ecblogy, and environment,yet we
Ao.not appear to have progressed at all ii.C.delVingthe problems.
Pogo said''in \a different (?) context; "We haVe met the enemy

Why ? As

and they is us,"

One of thelfirst 'questions this paper must raise is to ask whether there
really -'is an,issue, not, necessarily a problem, but is the problem perceived by
,

.

by either a significant portion or Segment:of the population or a sufficienti
number of opinion leaders/ those 'with access to the mass media to create an issue

fra4the problem.
ridiculous.

It would appear at first blush that the question VS almosn

No one, but the most hard core anti-environmentalists believe that

the lack'Of natural resources; contaminationandpollutioni and energy depletion
is'not a fadt, or dothey ? But the question is net one of facts, but attitudes
t.

that lead to action,.
,

.

We 'must make OurselVes understand, while some. of us believe there is a

problemi and we can 'muster data to support our belief, and whilet should appear
obvious that, there is' such a problem, it does not fdllow,that people will:fell-OW
thru and act :upon it, that

it an .issuei

A fiocial movement exists when a group of individuals are engaged in an
organized - effort- either -to- -change or-maintain-aome-eretent7bf-the-larger.'society

Social movements differ from the elementary forms of eollective'behaviOr .rflementai
-

form of aggregate behavior (such as a.xleb)1 in that they are more tightly organized

sO4.haVe.a life span that is conSiderabIy:Ionger;

The:primary:difference between

the social movement and the institution is the perMandned_Of the:institution
(1)

compered to the-eemporary:naiure of the social mOvement

Social movement. is an

Ongoing collective effort with focused goal's and articulated tactics to promote
,or resist social change;.

Collective behavior takes place when formalized, traditional means
,things are no longer 'adequate;

A doing

Collective behavibr is characterized by unstructured,

spontaneous, emotional, and unpredictable patterrth of behav

Individuals who

are .involved in collective behavior respond to a particular( stimulus which may

-.

(2)

be dither tnother,person or a specific event.

Collective behavior is.the actions

_

of temporary, unstructured groups of people who are focused Al and reacting to the
same event, rumor, person, group, or custom.
CittUlat reaction iS.Blumer!s.term:for a phenomenon in which people-react
immelliately and directly to an action, thereby encouraging the original actors
to continue their behavior.

(1) Bruce J. Cohen, Sehaumls Outline:a Theory and Problems of Introduction to
Sociology, MCGraw-Hiil (SChaam's Outline SerieS); New York, 1979, pg. 195.
:(2) BruceJ. COhen,:ppi,
(3)

Jr. and Suzanne Heller SoCiolety, 2nd Ed., Alfred Knopf,
NeV7 York, 1979, pg. 540.

the

One of the problems ofanaIysis revolves around

efinitlions

=---;---given-above- as-they ---impact=social science_ thinking . _Callective_behavior
..>,

unorganized, spontaneoVS, and irrational.

is viewed

Yet, social

movements are seen as highly organized, goal directed and patterned.'
.

-'

While both of these deScriptions are correct given their assumptions,
the "Probess.of cfiange from collective behavior

not adequately analyzed in the literature:.

to social movement is

Collective behairior actually'
.

,

_

has two Segments which sometimes blend into, each other or` turn into each +'

.other.

Segment one, we would rathercall, aggregate behaVior.

Typical

,.manifestations include meths, riots, crazes; and panics, The second's
segment is collective behavior, where there is,at least atemporatT
:

identification with a leader, goal, or process-as .in rallies, protests,

fashionS, and extraordinary phenamena.

It might even be hypothesized,

that in a mass-mediated society like ours there is even a'in-between
segment in which

he aggregate becomes a-public (read, au ience) before

it Can be transformed into a collective.

Once collective behavior is viewed as a complex process in thi's
manner, it is easier: to see some of the difficulties that the ecology/

environment movement has in stimulating aggregate behavior, organizing
collective behavior as well as maintaining. the momentum and importance

f the issue peeessary to facilitate the change to a full- fledged
social movement.

People in the ecology/environment movement and the social scientists
would agree that there must be an object against which collective behavior

is directdd.

They would also contend, I would venture to interpolate, thati.
_

the original reason 16r the behavior is removed;( or in. Freud's case, displaCtod)
4
0,

then. another object of cone,ern must be perceived if the_collective_behaVitt-or

social movement is to activelysurvive.

is

true that both collectivel3ehavior and social, movements often survive:*
1.

"the solving of the problem, " but they do so in a form different and
less effective
,

than previously possesaedi i.e., as political parties or cadres,.mutua;. benefit
or

social associations, non=profieorganizations, or, as.totally- co- opted' segments
of the major institutions.

Somelay

'ct-,.tothedeath'knell analysia og the movementa with the

.perceived and projectecLemPhasis on. legislative lobbying,,butthe
inability to
;,1:

either effect the desired changes or maintain-a high. leVel Of adtive involvement'

will significantly reduce the public's knowledge and possible conversion to the
ecology/environment movement.
-

Thusi'even if certain legisIative;:changes are

made, Muth can negate even the best IawS.
.

-

,

I think that most Oftlie major theoreticians of Colleative behaviot and
,

-6social movements (LeBow, Freud, Blamer and Smelser) would-agree (Freud might

demur) that horrendous objective social conditions (please note the word social,
an issue to which we will return), are npcessary but not significant reasons causes.

for the development of collective behavior or social movements:

There must be

theperception of radical change, generally in the form of marked deterioration
to stimulate the interaction among individuals who perceive.themaelved as adverseir
affected.

Such a perception of change could possibly lead to cOlIective participa-'

tion and a concentrated eifort alined at organization to ameliorate the-effects

\A

of the condition or to change the situation.
behavior is the inevitable

result,

One cannot assume that Collective

of the perceptiqn. of. aA)roblem .or even an issue.

As early as 1970, Richard Saltonstall, Sr,

then with Time:Magazine,' set

the tone by indicating thae collective behavior is expensive; an uphill battle
(4)

against Iargeinterest%groups, and bitten.frustrating.-: The-need for governmental-

aeticin is clearly put forward, but nowhere doesthe author indicate'What can /be
_

.done when governmental action.is cireumvented,,negated,'or ignored., .Also; the
writer,s dp not tell us what to do when contradicting actions-and inactions at
all governmental levels: increase

the inability to getInings done.

Governmental

inability to direct national action is, a result of the contradictions perceived

by the citizenry.

While there do not appear to be any inherent negatives - how

can anyone be against the environment?

the pressure groups; energy 'vs environ-

.

.ment, technolog5-7 vs. natural,.progress vs conservation have not helped governmental

action to appear to bAiltdanyWay reflective of a policy which would develop out

of a consistency of!"iivut."
;, ,But it is not 0,Mply nasty" pressure

groups, big business and the capitalistic

induStries, the geology/environmental organizations and associations have spent
a great deal of time,and energy talking to themselves.
-

Terms like ecosystem,

'

biomass, iohosphre, sinks, seral disturbance are simply'. not heard by the pop.

A

ulation in general:.

to give

T-oadd to that, the emphasis of much publicity ha6 been

he Public the

pression'that restoration bf-the.environment is impoasible;

that rehabilitation

e sort of 'a less than optimum ecosystem is almost as

unlikely and that the best that we can'do is to slow elle rate of consumption
of resources or their deterioration.''The cut-off or tip point in many areas

has not or may not have been established by,scientific means even
Models until, quite often,

is too late.

computer'

:The doomsday prognosticators have

already'told us that it is too Late, that the degradation of the entire biosphere/
ecology is irreversible, that any conservatioq action merely delays the inevitable.

The "me" generation which includes all those:born since the hardest parts of the
depression exhibits very little concern:fOr future generations except in the area
,

RichardSaltonstall, Jr., Your-Environment and What You Can Do About It,
New York: Walker and Co., 1970.

(4)

trt

8

personal property, personal. space, and the mechanisms of obtaining both.

The quality of life is More,.often than not defined in-termsof the quantity
,

.

Possessions in clear economic t rms; land, lahor, capital-and technology.

These

classical:components of economic inputs are viewed as in significant abundance
as to offset, any shOrt perm shortage in any one.

Our, society is not ready tO:accept that the deterioration (if they perceive

it at all and most don't) isirreversible; they certainly are not ready to accept
theirpersOnal or oollettive responsibility; past, preaent',:or future.

To make

/

the responsibility total and yet not allow the:society to solve the problem,
/

-

by will and, onviction'only is antithetiCal to the'saccepted mode' of thinking.

To digress, it is an interesting question as to where and when,this mode of
The radicals would have us, believe that it is end

.thinking developed.

our capitalistic/consumerispic society.

c to

The more conservative who,unde stand.

the situation point td the last thirty years of relative affluence which has
.

spurred unq'enchale desires fueled by the advertisers and mass media.

It is

true that Fr drick Jackson Turner's theory of the frontier mentality still exists.
.

Many in tur. pciety point to as yet undiscovered resources, the possibility of
a technoiogicl 1 breakthrough; significant changes in govenmental policy and
0
,

\

that great American know-how that always pulls us out of any crises.
I

It is also true enough that much of the current situation while with

is

We'must remembe

me has only been.exacerbated'sidce.World War II.
for a long tiL
-

that the population of the U.S. did'hot reach 100 million until almost twenty',
,
.

1

.

<

.

,

yea= into the 20th Century, sothat in one quarter of our two hundred year
t,

history, we have doubled the population.
,

took us 150 years to reach: The

.

._

1

issue of poulation and its place in thp,scheme of thii is important in an
.

-

itself because it bears. on Phe Problem of Whythervi

of
.

no laige 6116

g for

the ecology/environment.movekdntas a whole.
Population is an issue that the western world has latched od to, with a

--------

----

anus' face.' Population control has been advanced as a panacea for pollution
s

of all sorts at'least since the days of Malthus. '.1t is allegedly a clearly

quantifiable matter.
variables.

it-is :also

hypothetically one of the few iddependent

But population is a complex matter.. It has religious,, racial, political

and economic components, but more important for onipurposes here, it is an
individual decision in our society.

GoVernmentai policy does not severely

punish the overpoPulatOrs if they have the economic resources to support theM=
selves'.

For those who don't have these'resources, the issue is not clear, but

certainly the few highly publicized attempts at population control among welfare
recipients, indigents, and even certain criminals indicate our lack of societal.
committment to, population control.

Pressure groups and interest groups have

fought against even the March of Dimes whed it started a pre-natal counseling
program.

If a decision is made .to limit tte size of a family, it is an-individual

decision based upon.individual rationalevoften definedin SelfiSh.(tot.iiectssat=
ilYbad)SterMS. The decision is generally'a relative one.( less rather than. more).
t

.

Absolute steps are not taken by mot; and even among those whoAoi'the next
.gefteration has:alteady been produced.
_

The population base continues to increase,.
R.

.

:therefore

there would have to be.a substantial reduction in new births to have

any effect.

Population is also a cyclical phenomena.

Decisions made about population

even collectively often cannot'have-a significant effect on other-phenomena,
;until Other changes,in the cycle have occurred,,thus.negating most,long term.
influence.

Population

neither as independent a variable as we might

have thought, nor is it as predictable as we thoughtJoht Calhoun's!

'Density and Social. Pathology" haalimited.impIications,for urban
=living as
..

long'as. humans

feel that

(5)

___i

they are not part of a titi8dd Siatemi,_

'
.

,

Whilo_they_are

enclosed and,maybp victims of their sociobiology,
they doihot experience their
selves as such;

Their perceptions as individuals set the blue print for their

behavior by clustering their values, norms and beliefs in
a manner that Veinforces their preferred behavior.

411

The world population increase rate Is still

17%.and w.ith stepped up migration of the post Vietnam War
era, population

rate decline in the developed world has had no effect on reducing demand for
resources.-

In fact,, the demand forresourdeS)dth an increase Id relative affluence
could'be viewed within a:Malthusian framework;

An arithmetic ifitreaSeAn popUla.

tion has produced a'. geometric increase in resource, dethand.aSa reatar.of:life
.
.

-=

.tyle;changedii 'A higher.standard.of rtvihg creates in,the individual the desire
. .

-;.

.

,

,

-

'.

_.

..

I

to acquire-and,COnsunie at -.a Much higher rates.. The geometric increase in quasi:

choices in consumer goods has produced an obsolescence that.;ieW see as More than
,
4

,simply an inconvenience of modern society.. The fact that itpay be cheaper to,
replace somethidg than to,repaix`it'..,is no longer vieWePas a liability.

Replace-,

-ability is aynondmous with better; add-bettpV means personal groWth.
t;

a society where the idea of growth means deVelopment in the mostposifive.

sense; whereanything else is less than satiSfactory or satisfyihg,the idea of

.

4

o,groWth is not-even perceived as, an aIternative;

/-

Out secietyhas institutionnlftzed, he id-6-a8k greit4thiliall is Beautiful"
is -only a temporary condition; axii.gq)n of yeUthWhohave not ypt toasted of the

fruits of progress', Doing without'is-Adtthat .--jfitheut;:the criteria by which

judge and the yardstick by which we met

'Those involved in ecology/enVironm
..

(5) JOhn
Calhouni."PopulationDensity and SoCial PatholtigP,'
'American, 206(Fep;,
139=148;.'

11

ScIontifit

labeling of the 56's 'and the .60'`s which had
those4eokirig at long term issues a-s
,

.

eggheads,,thoso wIwi4ere

in

_._

the fbrefrontofthe _rights. issues

.breed, both' Self=definedand perceived by theTublic;
_

T________

-a.

Thtse_latter'.saAmmediate
.:
-.i.:'

.

change frOM injustice' as propf of mans basic
goodness.

,

.ButlinWs.basie.goOdnesa
.

,

is seen, in *rather narrow'tel..ms.

To paraphrase Marcus Aurelius, we exist for

one another when 'the other i'S'close at hand:

burden Of-COnflict.

Either we accomodate or bear the

But only people Conflict;

Man and nature stand only

a

.

.

superordinate/subordinaie-relationShp.

Man's, task, according. to oneinterireta-..

tion of Genesis:; is to subjugate'thejand.

And while the prophetain Israel,

'Judea, and after the fall':of ROO decried the
desolation of thee land, it was. ,

political -ref i ions

rationale that was".tisedtbeplain

famines.; floods; plagueSi.

and barrenness, not mans lack of concern for
proper conservation.

If man

would simply return to the proper 'service of God,.. ttlen all
would be right in the
world.

if this vignette was simply a pare of 04r. tradition,
it would be' quaint;

but it is a significant residual in our thinking.

To change thii type of thiriking,

flrequires strong-leadership and 'a committed activerfollowership.

-No social movement will besuCCessfdI
leaders.

withouethepresence.o

effective

The movements ideologyand planof-a-ction
must apppeal tb many hbh=
.

movement people who share the:problem in 4ueseion and who have
;.
to?be convinced
'join.

These people must-be identified so the leaders' public appeal to, them

will result in their support, thus.increaiing the movement's
memberihip and
adding to its funds.

In addition, effective leaders must maintain a sentepf

cohesion within a movement, makingimembers.constandy
Aware of their shated
values 'and goals..

In order.for a social movement to be successful it
Muse,have the support
and loyalty of its members.

This support is gathered and, maintained in most in-

stanceS'thrx.bugh.the use Of propaganda; speeches, :slogans. and -ideologies. - The

charismatic leader of a social movement has the ability to rally massess of
people in support.of the goals-and objectives of the movement.

The charismatic

leader may be a member of the group atttmpting to promote change-or Tilay be a

ittemberofamore privileged class.

The major function.of the leader is to

inspire enthusiasm. among followers, arouse excitement, and encourage them to
unite.

The role of the administrative leader is very different from the-charis.

matic leader's.

The administrative leader must be concerned with very practical

matters, including the organization of the mOvement, the delegation of duties
and responsibilities, recruitment

fundraising, and public'relations.

This is especially,importantbecaust partiCipants in social movements
7

tend to be peripheral to the modal commu it

Whether
Whether they are poorly integrated,

avant garde, or deviant is mostly a function of whb is labeling,but they are
4

generally discontent personally and tend to view any change in which they might
be a part as preferable to the.statbs quo.

The leadership as well as the so-called hard core participants must under,

stand hoW they.are perceived by the population at large.

On the one han.4.there

is a significant'segment that retain the view of the'acologyienvironMent organi
zations as ladies garden Clubs, upper class dilettantism, animal protective
eagues, 100 bird watchers.
entertainment personalities

Many of the individuals promoted by the media are
Whom many 'AMericans feel use causes t reinforce

social status to go along with economic status that comes with 'popularity.

.

For

many members of our society who have not haiked in the sunlight of affluence,
(lower classes and minorities) doing with,less or without is .not even .a question..'

While they may belinthe long run,the greatest beneficiaries of conservation, etc.,
thaydo not see '"affordini it."

From a different perSpectiVe

segment

the population

.see only.the youth, the protests,. interference with economic progress., sabotage,

and a Set of militant associations with more than a tinge of the Socialist/Communist aura about theil.

Utopian movements have the disadvantage of being

associated with socialist or communist tendencies or ideologies.

As such,

ideas that appear to be utopian in nature or have utopian ideals are minimally

viewed as exclusive and exclusionary or in an extreme propagandized form,
anti-capitalistic and therefore anti:American.

One of the major problems

confronting_ the movement is perceiv44from the outside, and.thatia, Ehe
mentation.

The groups and organizatiOns are seen as narrow, parochial; and

'-

.

mutualIfantagoniatit ..(in both senses).
_

_

The ecology/enVironment:organizations

.

r
are
seen aS prollferating, soliciting funds; and preaching armageddon and
t;

apocalypss for humped back whales, sesturtles; talatanderSi'or whateVer.

They

.
,

-;'

are perceived as having tunnel vision in not being able to coalesce their own
common interests.

We have consciously not defined ecOlogy or environment.

We also have not

enumerated' or named the organizations that could be considered part'of the

movement.

It is not simply a matter of semantics;

are of:studyi

It, is not: athing or even .

process.

EcOiogy,is a scientific
Eco- system or ece-statics

_

are more proper terms

'Environment is one (external) element in an eco- system.

What the relationships are hetveen the organisms and their environments is the
field of ecology.

AS atated'earliet;'no one Could be against the environment,

but that is a matter. of individual definition;

The person who empties a car
.

ashtray in

.

parking lot is defining:hi§ environment and therefore his'
_

_

ecology differently perhaps than.the individual who does not smoke because
smoking pollutes.' It is not simply differences in definitiOnp though, but
relative knowledge or lack thereof that impedes many people from identifying
with others-who might be part of a collective.

Social movements, in the final analysis, must invoIye people; not necessarily large numb

of .people (but that helps), but Certainly numbers signifi=

cant to make a-difference.

It is necessary that:these individuals be willing to

commit themselves to the expenditure of a great deal of their energy, time,
emotions;' and resources.

Thlt last may be the. most important for our discussions,

because commitment to a social movement may mean the relinquishing of opportuni.

ties to add 'to resources:by employment in a more renumerative field or through

daditiohal time.to.engage'in certain *lies

employment

Minimal tangential participatieri- leisure time association - is not what
drives collective behavior.

Thus, wittiout'getting into the area of psychoaynamiCs;
(6)

-

it is necessary to discuss motivation.

TalcottParsons states the issue:
The obverde of the functional prerequisite of meetin a
minimum proportion of the, needs :of the individual actors
is the need to secure adequate participation of a sufficient
proportion of these actors in the social systeM that is
'to motivate them adequately to the performancps mhichimay
be necessary. if the social system in question' is to persist
er develope. (7)

.,.the significanco_ofan action or class of them is to
be understood not directly ;and primarily in.terms_of-its
motivation buLof its actual or probable cdnsequences for
the system. (q)
Thus; power, privilege, and prestige must be enhanced individokaly, but within

tWfraMework of the collective.

Individual' pursuit of these goals may. be-

counterproductiveto the maintenance of the social movement.

If-the behavior

of the individual does'not receive the potitive:reinforcement of others or

(6) Neil Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior. New York: Free Press of
Glencoe, 1963., passim.
(7) Talcott Parsons, The Social System. Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press,
1951., p. 29.
(8) Up. bit.

cannot be observed by those who would reinforce it,,the behavior is not likely
to persist.

The persistance of motivation is a result of socialization. 'The

.

first generation socializes the second not only to have the particular attitudes
.but socializes them that it is necessary to socialize the next generation that,

these attitudes are not only worthwhih having but are necessary, for survival
in the collective.

Participation im a collective in this light has a functional prerequisite
of a .." coming - together" tor, mutual reinforcement.

.

Where geographic or issbe.

.

dispersion negates against this "coming-together," development of increased
collective participation is difficult to achieve.

Most of the social movements
tar

of the 60's had at least the verbali ation of the appropriate attitudes for
_.

.

.

_

,

_-_

_

:

almost the requisite number ofTgenera Ions (one of the problems of. that era was
\ .7.

,

,.
._

_

_

_

that the Sec
n generation.waS still alive and.it had not internalized the
send
Attitudes,: thuithe conflict).

.

In the. caseof the ecology/environment movement,

:T77

ere is no such tradition; in fact,'one can-fad
fad exaMpIes'of the ope!ition
.

.

.

to it which have been socialized and intetnalized'in thefrontier an&econOimie
!$

progress attitudes menViOned elsewhere in this papeN'
In other sotial.mOvements there have been certain stimuIatOrs to Moti afto.qi
among these are religion and music;

I am not here arguing that leaders or members

'of the various groups:areanti-teligiOus, but.even:the president's moral

viva

/

lent of war does not have the positive ,religious sanction that many Of 'th 'social'
movementa:of the.60's had::-

It is interesting to note, againinot tO;den grade
j

the religious beliefs of the leadetship; but historically from Thoreau t

today

the atmosphere of the environmentally'thinde& has been pantheistic' or th istic

rather than within the institutionalized religions.frameworks or even
a new ecumenicism; There:haa been no appeal to a_higher authority -G6

Bible- for support or confirm4tion of the actions or goals of the movement;

and except for protests against something'nuclear, the number of cleigy visible
A

in the movement are relatively few.

With regard to music, aside from a new
.

p p singereere associated with the

aim, "No More-,Nukes," few of the

cology/environment movement in their musid.:

Even John Denver appears, more of a pacifist than a proponent of the. issues that

ter.: While certain performers are associated with particular causes,:.a

d.publ'ind 4 lack .of=concentrated effort on the perfOrthers lliarto provide expressive leadership has robbed theecology/envirofiment Movement of a *
".4

valuable tool.
How much of the participation or lack thereof in the Movement is a function:.
of the mass media s preientation of the issues probably cannot be determined.
While this paper-is not meant to discuss communications theory nor.place blame,
it is Instructive to review. some Of the treatment of current situation. relative
= to ecology/environment in the media.

--\

.

It should be noted. at the Outs'et that

Very little negative has been said reiative to the conduCt*Of the ecology /en..`

vironment movement.

The onlyimajor exceptIon centers.aroUnd'the prOtest against
.

.
.

the iristallatiOn at Seabrook;.

by CIamshell AIIiande and others.

In most

cases the media treatment,: has. been one of sympathy rathet thanindignatien

(probably.in part because most TrOtests are unsuccessful).. The second point

that must be made concerns the confuSionthat is caused by coMbining'epergYi
-

ecology;, environment, profits, governmental ineptitude, foreign affairs; etc.
(9)

issues thatappear in media discussions;
The thiid point revo

es around advertisements.

Aside from a few federal

and state conservation commercials, advertising by the private sector and oil

(9) "Lag Cited.in 1%S; Action-On contamiriated.Poultry", New York Times, Sept.23,
1979i p. 25;

that they

companies is slanted to convince people

the businesseS) are

doing the. best they can to alleviate any conditions or situations that

At the same time they attempt to

might aggravate the environment.

impress upon the individual consumer his or her responsibility to

consume 'carefully." While business, industry; utilities and government
also

pollute., 'but we are constantly reminded that we and our -automobiles

.Mti8t bear the:U4jor part oethe burdempf

f;rthe problem:;: Added

to that:ia the-direct threat that We; the consumer-) will -havetoA3ay for

anything thatis done to correct-the situation because; we not qnly
:created the problem, but we. made it into an issue,
Fourth, there is no identifiable class or. culture

particular group is si4led out, as the special victim of discrimination.
As:a res4lt; many minorities, including Jews',,Blacks).American Indian,
P.

and Chicano) who might contribute to ate movement do not identify with
the ecllogyienvironment :movement.*

FinalIyiWithregad to-dditorial'Or investigattepOsitIons taken
by the media ihpubliF,isSpesi it does;nOt%appear.that any of the major
networks or newspaper's have eStablished policies that would support. the
_

movement toanyextent.

k

_

_

_

Their...editorializing Seems topiCal enough, but

'goer-ally lacks depth' and rarely shOWS any attempt to:f011ow up on

particular issue unless it

newsworthy. "

A.serles of'selected newspaper article headlines illgStrated the
media s..

handling" of.ecoIogy/environMental

*The notable exception

issues.

are the Eskimot. and Afentians.

The articles

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
appeared p the New York Times (NYT).and the Clevelandt(011.10_Plain

September; 23, 1979 .(NYT).
O

"157-at'a Hospital Stricken by Salmonella Poisoning"
"Sewage Spill Wipes Out San Francisco ilat Fish"

"Lag Cited in U.S. Action on Congamrnated Poultry"

'Texas Politics Feel Residue of Oil SOW"'
September 26, 1979 (CPD)
'Tests can

expalin

"Anti -nuke forces plan to renew Vt. protests"

"Officials to

test,Dayid-Besse evacuation plan"

Even the business Oriented Wall.Street_Journal has troub e

OCuaber 30;1979
"Antinuclear,Ralller's B.id:to Halt Trading on' Bjg
Board Fizzles"

DeceMber19, 1979.-

.."hain:Problem of the 1984;Wyl

Invelve

..Experts Think"
Dedember.14;1079.

"As Wood Fuel Gains for

o Does -.Poi lut i on"

..,.

_

Two_versions of the same. article ( ?)._illustrate the probleMs

media cOverage.ofthe issues;

Ther,:are:.duplicated here:

.

tbe. Cleveland {Ohio) Plain. Dealer, uctober 29
.

.
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cology's irt place
,-

lu-s.

I

'of

aybrea I am the sole owner
the acres I can walk over!...,_

re e4

"""There are some who. can live without wild
i'thingi, and some who cannot n-Tbus begins Aldo
Leppo10.?&nd County AlamapaC,' the .`bible "'

A native .of Iowa anda graduate of Yale,
he began his work aslä federal forester in the
Southwest, and in 45: Nars becanie chief opera:-..tions officer for Arizona and New .Mexieo.- He
"
helped formulate the national forest policy and
' came to Wisconsin as associate director-of the
Forest Products Laboratory at Madison.
Then for several years he was a consultant

;

,orilie ecology movement in,respect thereof,
there kr the Aldo Leopold Memorial Reserve,
1,WQ' living acres for those who' cannot live

wtbut will Mints.
By Dion Henderson
4A BARABOO;_Wis. (AP)
The pioneer
1, wagoi.track is blacktopptA now. The trees. the
,
young people planted cast disbrienting shadows
ii on the sand. But in the clearing, the Shack looks
1 exactly as it did 30 years ago; .
1- i -1,16
1

on wildlife populations, and finished "Game

1

Management,"_a monumental, book that established a new science and introduced the nomenclature of environmental manipulation into the
I% language. .

.

Wen, in 1933; the University of Wisconsin

It leekt as though you Might sit on the

:

oaken bench beside the door in early_ morning,
i and Aldo Leopold might come out with a. notebootc_;and a pot of coffee; and wait for the first
,,:r rain to chirp,,from the crotch of the elm tree,

afinhus you would knoW that one-tenth of a
foottandle of light had comelo the land.
ti

_,
.-. -:Perhaps on a morning such as"
this, he
"I. wrotein his notebook, "At daybreak, I an the
1

it

Ownerof all .the atresq-can walk over. It is
i1,1,, 'sole
Rot;ionly briundaries that
but also the,
;disappear;

ththlght of being bounded."-

'Drills is ;here those words were written..;In
this spot; There is a boulder nearby, where two
ti sentences cast in bronze attest to it:
`1:---7''It is here that we seek
and still find
IOur meat from GNI."
;

And it was here that Aldo Leopold filled

the journals- that beeame_the book that was
.td: and 'still_ is
the bible of :114 ecological
'. -movement.

"A Sand County Almanac, and Sketches
-Here and Thcre" it was called by an academic
publisher, and at first, in 1949; it doubtless was
read by academics.
t
i
But long, since; tliere must be scarcely any
stripe of environmentalist who cannot rook you
in the eye and quote the simple declaration with
i .whiciit opens:
"There are some who can live without Wild
things; and_some who cannot."

LeepOld came at last to compiling the
.1 almanac, which also. inclUded the episodes that
; he "taught me gradually and sometimes pain:, fully that the company is out of step," and con,I chided with the towering postulateS of the Land
.!"

Ethic, at the climax of a 40-year career in

created a chair, in wildlife management ler;

him, and he moved into the academic world.
Two' years latet,on.a snowy February day;
he loaded his wife, Estella, and five teen-aged;
children into the. family automobile and churned
' northwest ifrom Madison on a diminishing &ail

I

-1

I

.

.

to a windswept clearing whose only building ,
Was What eventually came to be known as the.
most famous chicken shed in North Amera;
:.Nina Leopold: Bradley one of the five kids
whopushed the ear through the drifts that day,
Still remembers when the family stood- in the A
snowy clearing of that farm whose- lorn sand
seemingly could support only marsh grass and
weeds; wondering what their father saw in the
place
The children; she says; knew that he waS
driven by convictions they could 'Only vaguely
understand
"never more vaguely -than. that

.day in the snow."

That was 'the, very heart of the idea, it

turned out.

it has all, changed now, with a magnitude
nniinaginable 30 years ago.
The Aldo Leopold Memorial Reserve. now

encompasses 1,300 acres bound together by,
landoWners who have. taken steps to see that

their holdings are forever managed by a Unit.

Financial help comes from the L.R. Head
Foundation, named:after Reid Coleman's grandfather, a pioneer physician, and others. A Cole-

man,jamily cabin has been. restored on a hillside where the Leopold gellowship Scholars live
in the-summer while they compile.studies of the
reserve.

20

.,

.

A string of wildlife ponds_ dot& the hod), of
lhe marsh and 'there are _resident populations_ of
various_ ducks,. small, birds; and 'animals and.a

,---

Substantial herd of deer: And;: of course, the
great migratory flights -of _geese stop here _in
numbers, filling the sky with the music Leopold
therished._:

.

;

1 ''' Mixed hardwoods have joined the stalwart
,iiigthat firSttoek command of the banks and
ridges, and _some. of the most impressive work
has come in a great burst after the first burn-

.

ing' following 'the removal of diseased. trees 'that
-had kept their slope in shade for 70 years. .
.

.

''.t.tthe reserve_ is not_ open to the public; it

was, after all,_ designed as a relic wild coin-

'
....

minty preserving _what had been lost elsewhere
beneath too many feet, too many wheels

,"' "M"liere are only a few footstepol here now,
1. and no recreational wheels; no snovkiobiles, no
,

four-wheel drive vehicle; no motorcycles.' ii yen.

the precise loCation of the reserve 'is kept
vague, and maps are restricted; . to keep :_off
poaching and vandalism, .sitrce the area has

grown too great to be patrolled.---And _likely it will *grow even greateri and
more. quickly, now with the maturing of the
environmental Movement,.
°
'i..
_Nina Leopold Bradley, who with, her husz
bandi retired gelogist Charles Bradley, live on
the resrve and .guide the scholarship, .wonders
::. sometimes abOut what her father. would think of
..

=

.

the han_g_et.

.

-.

There is, =. of course, no way to tell. Aldo

'' Leopold: died in April of 1948, helping fight a
brush fire that got out hand on nearby_Plum,
mer's Marsh._ That was five weeks after he had
kwritten the introduction to 't,
imanae, and
-:While it as still in manuscript:
_._.' _

Re never saw the restored marsh or the

bine book that has one march:ng on.

.

,1

A.
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'Nature Reserve
g Still

Th'vfn

BARABOOIW1
Ct.21 AP)_ -The
$ oweer wagoA (rack Is biaccktopped
aow; but intheearly light, the shack

F.stellaind flveteen!age ehildret iei
the family automobile and churn
northwest on a snow, r February day

looks as it did 30 years ago when_Aldo

from Madison nn_a_diutaishing

'eopold, sitting _t the oakbeich -be

a wiiidwept clearing whose only build
ing came to be knows as the most fa:

side the door wttita notebook and co!..
tee, wrote the joists that became the

moos chicken shed in North America.

bleoftheecolqical movement,
"At daybreak" hewrote, perhaps on
suits a momitamthe sole owner
oialt the acres i can walk over: It is not

traitto

Understanding of Ch dren

.

Tice- children, says a daughters Nina
Leopold Bradley,_ knee that he was
riven by convctlons they could only

only b @tutdarits hat. dlsappear, but
.yaguely_understand
"never more
also the thought of beipg unded,"
vaguely than thatday In the snow. "_
' The_1oirnals- were- publishhed
in: 1949

"A-

P,ognt Altttanac;
SketcAI itd and yhAlma There is

1

scarcely_an environinentallst who can

not.quote the-opening

tempt for a plethora of tnatertal bless.

ssage: "'#ere'

are soate who can five without w
_tlliinngs;andsoinewhocannot."
Mr. Leopold compiled the _almanac,

l

"Nothing could be _ore aaiutary at
this stage, " Mr, Leo oId wrote is he
almanac, "than a dittle healthy con:

in,"

And again: ' n'this_sand farm

Wisconsin; first *onr out and then
akandoned by our bigger and better
wbic cgiacluded vtitlt tbe
theland ethic, 'at the end of a 4ryear society; we try to rebuild, with shovel
-and ax, what we are losing elsewhere."
career in Lnservaian,

At any rats this was how it began,
:: ages la Career

j
I :

acres of wom out sand and
stony ridges and marsh,
with _80

;.

A native -of 1oiy and a Yale grade.
It lias all changed now. The Aldo
ate, he worked as a Federal forester in
pold_ Memo_riial. Reserve encompasses
the_Soiithwestandin 15 yearsbecame

1 -,1100 acres bound together by landown

officer for Arizona and

era who have taken steps to see that
ewMexi o.
chietoperdrons
,their holdings are forever managed by
He helped forntutate the nationalfor
a unit. Financial help comes. from the
estolicy and carne teWisconsin as as
L.R. Head' Foundation named _after a
socclate director 4f the Forest Pteducts
Laboratory at Madisop. For several pioneer physician, and others. Io a re. %
stored cabin the Leopold'Fellowship
years he 'as'a coiuultant on wttdhfe
scholars live In thesumrner while they. o
populations at11d1inished "game Man.
agernect;" a rnonumentslbaok hates. complfestudtesofthereserve 'sbiota
-4
Q
tabtlShed anew science and introduced
?DUcks,pCermtdGeese

The Shack, northwest of Madison, Wis,, where Mr. Leopold 1iv

and wrote

.

.

i

the nomenclature of environmental

-- Wildlife ponds dot the body of the

;

:ma. where

maaipuladon into the language.

i

'.4'
tu

various_ ducks small
ln_l9* the University of Wisconsin birds and animals and'aa'substant<at
created chair inwildliise management herd of deer reside: Migratory
flights
for him, and he moved into the aca ,of geese fill the sky with the sounds
Mr.

dmicworld

"

Two years later, he loaded ,his wife,

guides the scholarship and wonders
.

d

now; and no recreational wheels, _no ," , Aldo Leopold died in April 1948, help.
.Snowmobiles no tour wheel rive -vehi
dies, no motorcycles. Even the precise
location of the reserve Is kept vague,

in B
,brush fire that t out of
baud on daarby Plummers Marsh.
;Tatwa lye weeksafter he wrote the
and maps are restricted, to prevent :..Introduction to the almanac,' while It
poaching and _vandalism, since the was still in manuscript.
Nina Leopold Bradey; who with her

'

geologIst,
t, lives on the reserve and

where beneath too many feet too many °:.what her father would. think of the
wheels: There are eilya_few footsteps changes.

area is too great to beuatzolled

tpoldchetishe&
Shereserve is not opento the public;

It was designed as a wild community
Preservingwhat_ had been lost etse

husband, Charles Bradley, a retired

+1Ce never saw the revitalized marsh;

the growing trees or the little book that
has goneniarchingon::

.

One cannot easily point to a sinIe proccaa or phenomenon
.
label it as the reason that problems of tile environthent/ecolog'Y
have -

.

.

not becoMe an issue: There are a complex of historical and.

reasons, and /that' is part of the topic We.:have ,addressed in this paper.
"J

'\

Reviewing, the frontier meet

capitalistic/consumet society,
the" deux eat. machina of technol y and th pereetifect amcirpho'tith..nattire'ett.
iEy, the,
'

.-

the problems arep but.

-.

.

-

ew of the reasoli,
.

'

.

r
The crux. of OW:issue:is that...the ecology /environmental
movement
is not 4 social movement; It id not..per eived as -leasding to a positive
4

.

change, in the fLinctioning4 .Make" up4' or s ructureo of society.;

Tts goal=s,

while for the most part admirable, are either perCeiVed as unattainable
attainable .25nlye;with great sacrifice to 'the individual and the
The emphasis

pf-

or

commonweal.

the moveant on'torrecting the evils of this and past

4-

.

not ring; true to

genOratiOns sloes

b

those: -who ,c0not see the Ilfe envisioned

the movement's prOponent as desirable
Ideirable , In brder

people to' join

and aCtivelcr.,auppoft. a.,:_sodial movement,. the goals ,must be clearly -de-4-,
4.

6

..

fined. in personal, tdrIng. This does not mean thai the,,individual must
e

t:

.

derive.immediate gratification or even direct'

personal 4?esefit,

but

he/

she must be b.1.e td, see that by adding flid,/her voice,. energy,,money and
'

enthusiasm, somethinvof social, consequence_ wll be:adcomplished within.
;

a-reasonable 'period of time.

,..

.

',-!.,

,

,

,-..

.

If we mere4to, look at 'all of tiliejotganiza0.ons, groUps, and
associations involved in the ecology/environment movement,: we would
,
.

have to acknowledge that,most if not all have valid issue's with which
°

.

to deal.

Occathionally they are able toiform coalitions to attack

particular problems where'their 'pals and missions are complementary.

.,Coalitions, though, are shaky alliances and thdir ability to with
stand external pressure and. internal conflict is generally low. /
the sEructuring of long tern coalitions, even at the leadership level
has rarely occurred.
0 The Continuation'of specIficity

f goals, local and objective,

.

may actually work agaixst the development of a social'(nass) movement.

Whilea.epecific problem or irritant is necessary for the initiation of
aggregate behavior,, Continued specificity cats.to:detract.fram the
.

"

possibility of amalgamation and colIectiAgation of 'individuals who

might be inte4ted.in a more general. issue._
Participation in collective behavior for most people is a 'form of
associatingi that is, a leisure time /disposable income-type of.actiitifY.

Protesters :and picketers cannot or.will not be ableto maintain total
=

_
..

.

itment withoUt the sense ofpersonal and collective success.
.

The..

,

.

leadership of ecology/environment organizations must understand this
And organize to maximize the potential for cc4lectivization, even if
_

_

_

_

it means relinquishing*ganizational`autonomy. -We can ill afford
tot continue attempting to solve ecology /environment problemson a
fet'qux:d time/disposabIelincome basis, there is ho disposable time left-.

*.

0
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a plethora of.materiai is' available, but very little of it is
theoretically'focused. ,Exploratory, descriptive, even analytical in
nature , it does not,prokide mehanispis for criticism and therefore
may notAxontribute to a`knowledge base. Much work needs to be done
cross- checking models and general prOpositions with theoretical hypotheses from the physical, biological and social sciences.
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